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The Hands-on Guide to Clinical Reasoning in Medicine is the perfect companion
to your time on clinical placements, providing an easy-to-read, highly visual guide
to help develop your clinical decision making skills, and transfer your knowledge
into practice. Packed full of useful tips, key boxes, exercises and summaries that
are designed to help you apply the knowledge gained in clinical practice. Divided
into the common clinical placements that you would find yourself in: Respiratory,
Cardiovascular, Neurology, Geriatrics, Gastroenterology, Nephrology,
Endocrinology and Rheumatology, each chapter covers the diagnosis of common
clinical conditions, as well as decision-making in their investigation and
management. Written for medical students in their clinical years, as well as new
doctors and advanced nurse practitioners, The Hands-on Guide to Clinical
Reasoning in Medicine provides students with an accessible resource for honing
their clinical reasoning skills. Take the stress out of clinical decision making with
The Hands-on Guide!
An in-depth history of the small arms made by the Sterling Company of
Dagenham, Essex, England, from 1940 until the company closed in 1989. The
Lanchester and the Patchett Machine Carbines were both developed at Sterling
Engineering Co Ltd during World War II. With the appearance of the earliest
Patchett prototypes the military began testing them in ever more rigorous trials,
wherein the Patchett kept proving its merits. This led to limited UK adoption of the
MkII Patchett as the L2A1 in 1953, and the “first Sterling,” the MkII, as the L2A2
in 1955. Then came Sterling’s “Crown Jewel,” the superb Mk4, adopted as the
general-issue UK “Gun, Sub-Machine, L2A3” in September, 1955. Manufactured
briefly but intensively by ROF Fazakerley (1955–1959) and by Sterling for over
30 years, nearly 4,000,000 were made. Unlike wraparound bolt designs like the
UZI, the Sterling was capable of being truly silenced with standard 9mm ball
ammunition (as opposed to being merely “suppressed”). The excellent silenced
Sterling-Patchett Mk5, adopted as the UK L34A1 in 1967, is the only Sterling
remaining in British Service. All prototypes, military Marks, commercial and
licensed production models of the Sterling are described, including the Canadian
C1 SMG and the Indian 1A Carbine. Contains notes on manufacturing methods
and procedures as used at Sterling, ROF Fazakerley, Canadian Arsenals Limited
and the Indian Small Arms Factory, Kanpur (Cawnpore), plus extensive notes on
inter-model interchangeability, serial number ranges, quantities produced, clientcountry purchases of the various Sterling Marks, and accessories. Praise for A
History of the Small Arms made by the Sterling Armament Company “If you have
an interest in small arms then this is a book that belongs in your library or book
shelf. The book does a great job of providing the reader with the story of the
weapons that evolved into the Sterling sub-machine gun and the changes in
design that took place over that history. The result was a weapon that served in
many fields of conflict and performed admirably.” —Armorama
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The world's most comprehensive, well documented, and well illustrated book on
this subject. With extensive subject and geographical index. 30 photographs and
illustrations - mostly color. Free of charge in digital PDF format.
History of Soy Nutritional Research (1990-2021)Extensively Annotated
Bibliography and SourcebookSoyinfo Center
*Condensed, readable style; delivers tremendous value in just one book. This
book offers *THE resource for focused and pragmatic industrial solutions in Perl,
while the competing *best-sellers are older, quirkier and shallower treatments of
Perl. *Thorough discussion of Perl—from installations to applications
development; ideal for working Perl programmers in 2005. *Wainwright is a
respected Perl expert and author of industry-respected Pro Apache title.
Reprint of the sole edition. Nicholls [1781-1865] was a pioneering poor-law
reformer and administrator. While Great Britain's Poor Law Commissioner he
drafted the Irish Poor-Law Act (1832). One of the first to assert that relief bred a
culture of dependency and a resistance to work, he advocated the abolition of
relief except as a last resort. Includes sections on urban poor, workhouses,
housing conditions, child labor, vagabonds etc. In addition to the present study,
he wrote A History of the English Poor Law (1854) and A History of the Scotch
Poor Law (1856). Like his other studies, this one relates the evolution of poor
laws since the medieval era to economic, social and political history. Notably
sophisticated works, they were held in high regard by Sir Leslie Stephen and
F.W. Maitland.
"This exceptional book provides valuable insights into the evolution of financial
economics from the perspective of a major player." -- Robert Litzenberger,
Hopkinson Professor Emeritus of Investment Banking, Univ. of Pennsylvania;
and retired partner, Goldman Sachs A History of the Theory of Investments is
about ideas -- where they come from, how they evolve, and why they are
instrumental in preparing the future for new ideas. Author Mark Rubinstein writes
history by rewriting history. In unearthing long-forgotten books and journals, he
corrects past oversights to assign credit where credit is due and assembles a
remarkable history that is unquestionable in its accuracy and unprecedented in
its power. Exploring key turning points in the development of investment theory,
through the critical prism of award-winning investment theory and asset pricing
expert Mark Rubinstein, this groundbreaking resource follows the chronological
development of investment theory over centuries, exploring the inner workings of
great theoretical breakthroughs while pointing out contributions made by often
unsung contributors to some of investment's most influential ideas and models.
Sponsored by the Geo-Institute of ASCE This collection of 78 historical papers
provides a wide view of the rich body of literature that documents the
development of fundamental concepts geotechnical engineering and their
application to practical problems. From the highly theoretical to the elegantly
practical, the papers in this one-of-a-kind collection are significant for their
contributions to the geotechnical engineering literature. Among the writings of
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more than 60 geotechnical engineering pioneers are several by Karl Terzaghi,
widely known as the father of soil mechanics, R.R. Proctor, Arthur Casagrande,
and Ralph Peck. Many of these papers contain information as useful today as
when they were first written. Others provide great insight into the origins and
development of the field and the thought processes of its leaders.
According to Aulus Gellius, Archytas, the Ancient Greek philosopher, mathematician,
astronomer, statesman, and strategist, was reputed to have designed and built, around
400 BC, the first artificial, self-propelled flying device, a bird-shaped model propelled by
a jet of what was probably steam, said to have actually flown some 200 metres. This
machine, which its inventor called The Pigeon, may have been suspended on a wire or
pivot for its flight. The 9th century Muslim Berber inventor, Abbas Ibn Firnas's glider is
considered by John Harding to be the first attempt at heavier-than-air flight in aviation
history. In 1010 AD an English monk, Eilmer of Malmesbury purportedly piloted a
primitive gliding craft from the tower of Malmesbury Abbey. Eilmer was said to have
flown over 200 yards (180 m) before landing, breaking both his legs. He later remarked
that the only reason he did not fly further was because he forgot to give it a tail, and he
was about to add one when his concerned Abbot forbade him any further experiments.
Bartolomeu de Gusmao, Brazil and Portugal, an experimenter with early airship
designs. In 1709 demonstrated a small airship model before the Portuguese court, but
never succeeded with a full-scale model. Pilatre de Rozier, Paris, France, first trip by a
human in a free-flying balloon (the Montgolfiere), built by Joseph-Michel and JacquesEtienne Montgolfier, . 9 km covered in 25 minutes on October 15, 1783. (see Le Globe
below for first unmanned flight, 2 months earlier) Professor Jacques Charles and Les
Freres Robert, two French brothers, Anne-Jean and Nicolas-Louis, variously shared
three milestones of pioneering flight: Le Globe, the first unmanned hydrogen gas
balloon flew on 26 August 1783. On 1 December 1783 La Charliere piloted by Jacques
Charles and Nicolas-Louis Robert made the first manned hydrogen balloon flight. In
1951, the Lockheed XFV-1 and the Convair XFY tailsitters were both designed around
the Allison YT40 turboprop engine drivin
This edition is an eight volume account of Christian history which covers the history of
Christianity from the time of the apostles to the Reformation period. The book deals
with seven periods in the history of the church: The First Period of Church History –
Apostolic Christianity; The Second Period of Church History – Ante-Nicene Christianity;
The Third Period of Church History – The Church in Union with the Roman Empire; The
Fourth Period of Church History – The Church among the Barbarians; The Fifth Period
of Church History – From Gregory VII to Boniface VIII A. D. 1049–1294; The Sixth
Period of Church History – From Boniface VIII to Martin Luther ; The Seventh Period of
Church History – The Reformation. The Bible is a collection of sacred texts or scriptures
that Jews and Christians consider to be a product of divine inspiration and a record of
the relationship between God and humans. With estimated total sales of over 5 billion
copies, it is widely considered to be the most influential and best-selling book of all
time. This is the "American Standard Version" (ASV) - a Bible translation into English
that was completed in 1901, with the publication of the revision of the Old Testament;
the revised New Testament had been released in 1900.
This is the world's most comprehensive, well documented, and well illustrated book on
this subject. With extensive subject and geographical index. 91 photographs and
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illustrations - mostly color, Free of charge.
The present Yearbook (which is the eighth in the series) is subtitled Investigating Past
and Future. It is devoted to three problems: the analysis of the aspects of past and
present in the light of formal methods; singularity, i.e. forthcoming abrupt shift in
development, the approach (or even presence) of which we already feel; the aspects of
the cosmic future of human race. This issue consists of four sections: (I) History,
Technologies, Politics, and Mathematics includes five articles on different directions of
factual or theoretical content: history, technology, politics, and studies covering past,
present, and future; (II) Singularity includes two contributions and is devoted to a rather
interesting phenomenon of singularity. They suggest that indeed the hyperbolic
planetary evolutionary trend observed since the origins of life on the Earth cannot
continue beyond the forthcoming singularity, whereas the post-singular evolutionary
trend should be qualitatively different from what has been observed before; (III) Beyond
the Earth also consists of two very different articles, but they are united by their interest
in the future of human race in terms of their interaction with the space; (IV) Reviews
and Notes. We hope that this issue will be interesting and useful both for historians and
mathematicians, as well as for all those dealing with various social and natural
sciences.

"History of the Christian Church" is an eight volume account of Christian history
which covers the history of Christianity from the time of the apostles to the
Reformation period. The book deals with seven periods in the history of the
church: The First Period of Church History – Apostolic Christianity; The Second
Period of Church History – Ante-Nicene Christianity; The Third Period of Church
History – The Church in Union with the Roman Empire; The Fourth Period of
Church History – The Church among the Barbarians; The Fifth Period of Church
History – From Gregory VII to Boniface VIII A. D. 1049–1294; The Sixth Period of
Church History – From Boniface VIII to Martin Luther ; The Seventh Period of
Church History – The Reformation.
Philip Schaff's History of the Christian Church excels at providing an impressive
and instructive historical treatment of the Christian church. This is Volume One
up to 100 A.D. This 12 volume work begins with the early Church and ends at
1605 with the Swiss Reformation. Schaff's treatment is comprehensive and in
depth, discussing all the major and minor figures, time periods, and movements
of the Church. One feature of the "History of the Christian Church", which readers
will immediately notice is just how beautifully written it is, in particular when
comparing other texts of a similar nature. Simply put, Schaff's prose is lively and
engaging.Whether for serious scholarship, sermon preparation, daily devotions,
or simply edifying reading, this work will remain a staple for generations to come,
and shall remain highly recommended.
The History of the Synapse provides a history of those discoveries concerning
the identification and function of synapses that provide the foundations for
research during this new century with a personal view of the process by which
new concepts have developed. Previously published as essays, the chapters in
this book provide a history of various aspects of synaptic function, beginning with
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the evolution over two and a half thousand years and how progress was made in
the establishment of a conceptual structure that would allow the synapse to be
identified at the beginning of the 20th century. Numerous illustrations explain
either the technical approach or the experimental finding.
This book is the second volume of the proceedings of the 4th GeoShanghai
International Conference that was held on May 27 - 30, 2018. The book, entitled
“Fundamentals of Soil Behaviours”, presents the recent advances and
technology in the understanding and modelling of fundamentals of soil’s
behaviours. The subject of this book covers a wide range of topics related to soil
behaviours in geotechnical engineering, geoenvironmental engineering and
transportation engineering. The state-of-the-art theories, methodologies and
findings in the related topics are included. This book may benefit researchers and
scientists from the academic fields of soil and rock mechanics, geotechnical
engineering, geoenvironmental engineering, transportation engineering, geology,
mining and energy, as well as practical engineers from industry. Each of the
papers included in this book received at least two positive peer reviews. The
editors would like to express their sincerest appreciation to all of the anonymous
reviewers all over the world, for their diligent work.
"History of the Christian Church" is an eight volume account of Christian history
written by Philip Schaff. In this great work Schaff covers the history of Christianity
from the time of the apostles to the Reformation period. "Ecclesiastical History" of
Eusebius, the bishop of Caesarea, was a 4th-century pioneer work giving a
chronological account of the development of Early Christianity from the 1st
century to the 4th century. The result was the first full-length historical narrative
written from a Christian point of view. It was written in Koine Greek, and survives
also in Latin, Syriac and Armenian manuscripts.
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